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This is a nice article which publishes new data well under built description of methods.
It also gives some interesting conclusions. However, I have some concerns about the
back calculation to concentration in the water and comparisions to dose.

First the back calculation. It is an interesting and good approach to use organisms
as a measurement converter to estimate the water concentrations. The authors also
recognize the there is some uncertainty due to the variation of CF. However, I think
that a 4 fold variation is to small as an uncertainty when eg Beresford et al(2007) or eg
ICRP/IUR wildlife database (http://www.wildlifetransferdatabase.org/ ) gives a 3 orders
of magnitude variation for CF of mussel and Cs, thus the IAEA 2004 reference seems
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a little outdated. I fully understand that the 3 orders of variation depends on many
more factors (e.g method, where in world, exposure scenario) than just a variation on a
spot. My suggestion is to extend the range and /or discuss why it should be so narrow.
Another pitfall in this back calculation is the integration time of the organism. For Ulva
sp, I can imagine that the biological halflife is short because the biomass turnover is
quite rapid, thus it gives maybe a weeks integrated water concentration. Unfortunately
the brown algae is not specified, for filamentous brownalagae (e.g Pilayella sp ro Ec-
tocarpus sp.) the turnover is as rapid as Ulva sp., while for kelplike brownalgae (e.g
Laminaria spp., Fucus spp) the turnover is considerable longer, but no conclusion can
be drawn since the species is not determined. The biological halflife for Cs in Mytilus
is quoted seem to be very short and in a later report by Dahlgaard (1989) to be 14
days and longer. Thus these longer halflives will interact with the rather short pulse
from Fukushima. Still a complication reagarding mussels is that they feed on planc-
tonic matter. Thus their timedynamic will indicate the timedynamic and concentration
in plankton rather than directly the dynamics of the water turnover. I think the article
would benefit on a discussion of this, because the measured water concentration seem
to be up to one order of magnitude higher than the estimated ones from CF.

The other concern is the comparision to dose, the comparision with K-40 seems little
odd when actually a comparsion could be made in Sievert (Sv) instead, weighting the
radionuclide more properly and compare e.g to background radiation.

There a some minor comments on typopgraphic errors.

Page 2618, Row 13 Abstract “concentrations” should be concentrations.

Page 2623 row 29 I would help to give the latin name of the green mussel also Perna?

Page 2628 references to Dahlgaard is not complete, IAEA conference.... is missing

Table 2 footnote a and b seems to be mixed up.
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